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2018 proved to be somewhat of a landmark year for Cornwall Seal Group Research Trust (CSGRT).  

People: 2018 began with exciting news – we had won a large grant of £19300 from the People’s 

Postcode Lottery, Postcode Local Trust and had our very first Amazement and Discovery Ranger in 

the form of Marion Beaulieu for one year. We have ended 2018 with an incredible three Rangers – 

our Seal Research Ranger Katie Bellman and our Creativity and Activity Ranger Emily Pollitt, all 

thanks to funding from World Animal Protection, National Trust and our incredible volunteer 

fundriasing efforts and donations. CSGRT also hosted our second international intern Malo Gardin 

from Intechmer Mont Saint Michel, our first UK intern Stacey Pryor and welcomed two significant 

visits by DEFRA and the international campaign team from World Animal Protection. Incredibly the 

year ended with CSGRT being awarded two prestigious awards - the Environmental trophy from 

‘Cornwall Volunteers’ and a ‘Cornwall Sustainability Award’ which saw Sue accepting a Kurt 

Jackson trophy on behalf of our huge team of amazing and inspiring volunteers without whom we 

would not exist. In 2018, our core team delivered over 50 free seal talks to local marine, special 

interest, community groups and at schools, colleges and universities; 20 free training sessions and 

29 Seal Squad XP Roadshow stalls at indoor and outdoor events across the SW directly engaging 

just under 7000 people. 

Data, policy and planning: Exponential expansion continued with our volunteer teams as Marion 

and Sue set up and trained 14 seal Photo ID Hubs across Devon and Cornwall to process the 

increasing amounts of data being received from our volunteers and members of the public. 

Decentralisation brings additional benefits of future sustainability and seal conservation at a local 

scale. These dedicated hubs organise, albumise photos and process individual seal IDs to feedback 

to volunteers and for the core team to moderate and cross reference to generate seal movement 

links between seal sites across county borders. With huge public support, in 2018 alone, CSGRT 

received 4115 seal records from 370 different volunteer recorders and 4 systematic PIP teams (7 

LISPIP; in addition to 3 STAPIP, 4 CASPIP and 4 POLPIP boat surveys across a 115km stretch of 

cornwall’s north coast) covering 282 different locations across Cornwall, Devon and the Isles of 

Scilly. We processed an incredible 117,149 photos from which we got 9196 identifications of seals.  

CSGRT data has formed the evidence base for CSGRT input to give seals a voice in numerous public 

consultations this year including the following: SW Marine Spatial Plan; MMO Non licenced 

activities in MPAs; DEFRA Marine Conservation Zones’s tranche 3; DEFRA Environmental 

Governance; DEFRA Sustainable Fisheries White Paper; Natural England Coastal Access Act SW 

Coast Path Assessments; Wave Hub Floating Wind Turbines; DEFRA IVMS; DEFRA Marine Licence 

exemptions; Fowey Bay Mussel Farms; MMO Non Lethal Deterrents and the EFRA Committee on 

the Fisheries Bill. As members of three international organisations, CSGRT data is shared globally 

with the Global Ghost Gear Initiative; 5 Gyres’ Trawlshare (microplastics) and the Pinniped 

Entanglement Group. Sue’s leadership was recognised in print by Bob Earll’s book ‘Marine 

Conservation: People, Ideas and Action’ and this has led her to be a founder member of the UK’s 

Seal Alliance, an emerging NGO for seals. CSGRT were delighted to gain an early Christmas present 

as we discovered that our combined photo ID team effort scientific paper ‘Pinnipeds, people and 

photo ID’ has been accepted for peer reviewed publication by the Journal of the Marine Biological 

Association. 



Seals: 2018 also saw the return of Septimus to CSGRT – a seal we knew in life and who became the 

third longest dead seal in Cornwall. In a project spanning over two years, Rob Wells and Sue Sayer 

collected Septimus’ three part skeleton from Derek Frampton (a professional skeleton articulator) 

near London and returned him home to Cornwall and his favourite beach for a photo shoot. 

Ironically Septimus’ story has taken on a roller coaster life of his own, as he continues to inspire 

others to: make a film with our patron Springwatch presenter Gillian Burke (Muddy Duck 

Productions), compose musical scores (David Smart from Tennesee), scientific drawings (Lee Post 

in Alaska) and 3d scans and virtual reality experiences (Rose Summers). Next stop a 3d print! 2019 

will see the #Septimussomeseal roadshow as he appears at talks in his honour or at exhibitions 

and conferences. Other seals catapulting themselves into the limelight included little ‘Locket’ who 

was born on the Lizard in Oct 2017 and who had made her way to St Ives Bay just 16 weeks later. 

‘Lucky Star’ was first seen by Sue entangled in trawl net on 17/05. His photo had 249,918 facebook 

views and despite several sightings, it took until 01/10 until he was finally successfully rescued by 

Sue and Dan Jarvis (British Divers Marine Life Rescue). Sadly all three seals in Newquay harbour 

(‘Trunk’, ‘Medallion Man’ and ‘Radley’) were hooked with fishing lures during August, adding 

impetus to our ‘Tough love: Do not feed’ campaign work. Other seal celebrites ‘H chair’ swam 

from West Cornwall to Lundy; ‘Wings’ (as one of only a handful of seals known to pup in Cornwall 

and in Wales) made it Cornwall 2: Wales 1!; ‘Windy Dog’ returned as Beachmaster at a pupping 

site in West Penwith having been off our radar for four years whilst ‘Millie’ returned to the Pentire 

site after an absence of sightings for nine years. In contrast S3 ‘Lywans’, S4 ‘Black back C’, S5 ‘Zig 

Zag’, S6 ‘Hook’, S7 ‘Chairlift’, S11 ‘White back Z’, DP2 ‘White back C’ and DP13 ‘Cnn’ (3 females and 

5 males) have all been identified in 2018 having been first added to our photo ID catalogues back 

in 2000. This reinforces the importance of our unique regional long term research data set. Huge 

thanks to everyone who has sent us records in 2018 and to all those volunteers who have helped 

out in a multitude of other ways. We are excited about our prospects and those of seals across the 

southwest for 2019…long may it all continue. 

 

In the Autumn we visited the Isles of Scilly, to train the Wildlife Trust team in seal photo ID and 

gave a free public talk whilst we were there.  

  













 



  



  



 


